5 Google Reasons Your Classroom Portfolio Should Be Online

Instructional Ways to Leverage Google Apps
Learning Outcomes

Implement Google Apps in meaningful ways to increase efficiency, collaboration and engagement.
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5 Google Tools
Drive Apps
**Docs** for research, writing and planning. Makes collaborating as easy as creating.

**Slides** for presentations, vocabulary, and sharing learning.

**Drawings** for mind mapping and graphic organizers.

**Sheets** for data collection and analyzing. Makes collaborating as easy as creating.

**Forms** for grading rubrics, collecting information and providing constructive feedback.
5 Google Tools that integrate easily!
Sites
Google Calendar
Google Drive

Word Processing, Spreadsheets, Presentations
Esteemed Teachers; Fellow election.

Ideas:

- Our football team nee
Take your meeting notes in Google Docs. Project during the meeting & share with the rest of the staff or team.
Make Classroom Notes Visible

Project class notes during class:

- encourage students to contribute
- share with all students
- intentionally modeling note taking process
Organize & Share Lessons - Repository

Store lesson plans in a shared Google Folder:
- anyone can find & access them from anywhere
- grade-level and/or team specific resources
**Google Drive** allows students to:

- Work collaboratively from anywhere
- Receive ongoing and simultaneous feedback from teachers and peers
- Use revision history to hold other students accountable for their share of the work
- Publish work & make their learning visible

Data Notebooks

Stop lugging home Data Notebooks every week to comment on!

Students log learning using a Google Folder or a Google Site.

You can assess learning, curb misconceptions, and provide feedback while students continue to write & collect data.
Use Forms & Spreadsheets to track student progress.

Give each student unique link to Google Form & the Spreadsheet where data is collected.

**Reading Response Template**

Set your reading goal for this week:
Please set your goal at the beginning of the week. You only need to do this once each week.

- 90 minutes (1.5 hours)
- 120 minutes (2 hours)
- 180 minutes (3 hours)
- 240 minutes (4 hours)
- Other: 

I am currently reading...
Type book title here

The author of this book is...
Type last name, first name (Smith, Joan)

How many minutes have you read for today?
Use the flash card template to set up a flash card center for your class -- or embed them in your classroom website.
Experiments & Data Collection

Use Google Forms & Sheets to:
- Collect data
- Share data
- Analyze data
- Graph data
- Graph data across 5 variables using the motion chart